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Mezhyhirya, Ukraine

“When it comes

to understanding

a country, one

native plumber is

worth a thousand

CULTURAL CAVIAR

The Wisdom of a Ukrainian Plumber
by Theodore Dalrymple 

March 02, 2014

Just before the current

troubles in Ukraine began, we

called a plumber to our rented

flat in Paris, which smelled of

mold at the time. He was

Ukrainian. He told us why he

had left his native country a

few years before: Everyone

there was corrupt, nothing

was possible without bribery,

the opposition was as bad as the government, and all political

demonstrations, which were frequent even then, were entirely

bogus. Indeed, political demonstrations had become a form of

social security, the political system’s corrupt and vastly rich

oligarchs paying a small daily subvention to the otherwise

unemployed who agreed to demonstrate in their favor. There was

nothing to choose between the government and opposition except

the size of the daily payments that they offered, which varied from

day to day like the stock market. Principle didn’t come into it;

demonstrators changed from pro-government to pro-opposition and

vice versa, according to the amount on offer. 

This was only one person’s opinion, but when it comes to

understanding a country, one native plumber is worth a thousand

foreign correspondents. And things may have changed in the

meantime: by the Ukrainian opposition having become honest, for

example. Moreover, demonstrators have died, though it must

always be remembered that if history proves one thing rather than

another, it is that the willingness of people to die for a cause is not

in itself a proof of its worthiness. People are as willing to die for evil

as for good.

Having on a few occasions been

something of a foreign correspondent

myself, I have learned to be skeptical of

what I read in such correspondents’

reports. The days of Scoop are by no

means over, and unanimity is no

guarantee of accuracy. The bar at the
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foreign

correspondents.”

one luxury hotel in town is often where

the history, or rather report of the history,

of an undeveloped country’s crisis is

made. Correspondents are more

interested in what other correspondents are going to write than in

what is happening on their temporary doorstep. Lies repeated

become truths, and truths ignored cease ever to have existed. One

of the things that surprised me was the ease with which an entire

press corps could accept the most obvious untruth, usually

convenient to some interested party or other, without any external

compulsion to do so. I can only suppose that one of modern

education’s purposes is to prevent people from thinking for

themselves. 

So on the whole I am more inclined to believe my Ukrainian

plumber, who spoke like a man with no axe to grind and no motive

to tell an untruth. Countries change their spots no more than

leopards, and Ukraine’s recent history is not encouraging in this

regard. Perhaps things are different now, but I rather doubt it. A

corrupt dictatorship has fallen: Long live corrupt dictatorship! 

Personally I was outraged by pictures of the late president’s

personal palaces, upon which he apparently spent so much of his

county’s money. I was outraged not so much by their existence as

by their appalling taste. Say what you will about Europe’s old

aristocracies, of the economic and social injustices upon which their

hegemony rested, but no one can gainsay that they left behind them

cultural monuments of value sub specie aeternitatis. Even the

Victorian industrialists did far better than Yanukovych.

Extreme wealth, whether honestly or dishonestly acquired, seems

these days to bring forth little new except in the form and genre of

vulgarity. Mr. Ambani’s skyscraper tower home in Bombay is a case

in point: His aesthetic is that of the first-class executive lounge of an

airport. Mr. Ambramovich’s ideal is that of a floating Dubai the size

of an aircraft carrier. Only once have I been invited to a Russian

oligarch’s home, and it struck me as a hybrid of luxurious modernist

brothel and up-to-date operating theater. I saw some pictures

recently of some huge Chinese state enterprise’s headquarters, and

it appalled me how this nation, with one of the most exquisite, and

certainly the oldest, aesthetic traditions on Earth, has gone over

entirely to Las Vegas rococo (without the hint of irony or

playfulness).

But it was the luxury and

not the taste of

Yanukovych’s homes that

outraged the Ukrainians, for

if by any chance they had

come into money they

would have done exactly

the same, aesthetically

speaking. Yanukovych may have been a dictator of sorts, but when
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it came to taste he was a man of the people. A horrified Ukrainian

citizen, touring one of his

homes after his downfall,

was heard to exclaim, “All

this beauty at our expense!”

As to politics, the Ukrainian

crisis has once again

revealed the European

Union’s complete

impotence. Physiognomy is

an inexact science, but it is not so inexact that you cannot read the

bemused feebleness on the faces of people such as Van Rompuy,

Hollande, and Cameron, the latter so moistly smooth and

characterless that it looks as though it would disappear leaving a

trail of slime if caught in the rain. Mrs. Merkel has a somewhat

stronger face, but then she has the advantage of having spent time

in the Free German Youth (the East German communist youth

movement), which must at least have put a modicum of iron in her

soul.

Be that as it may, Russia holds all the trump cards in this situation. It

can turn off Western Europe’s central heating at a stroke, and for

Europeans such heating is the whole meaning and purpose of life—

together with six-week annual holidays in Bali or Benidorm.

Therefore Europe will risk nothing for the sake of Ukraine, except

perhaps a few billion in loans of no one’s money, a trifle in current

economic circumstances. If Bismarck were to return today, he

would say that the whole of Ukraine was not worth the cold of one

unheated radiator.
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